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The Founders 
(Our Biographies)

George previously
Founded Creative Industry
Hub.

Laurene is a seasoned journalist from
France who has worked for MailOnline and
talkRADIO. She is currently on maternity
leave.

Ashley Gibbs is a software developer with
over a decade of experience working with
CMS, CRM and financial systems. Ashley is
currently building out phase 2 of the
Gramersi platform, which is expected to
launch in early next year (Q1, 2022).
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The Idea +
Conception

(1)

Initially, we were meant to be a social
media platform.

We already had a database of 100+ start-
up retail brands.

Shopify + Facebook rolled out what we
were hoping to do.

I spotted a gap in the market for a digital
publisher that specialised in retail start-up
news.

The plan was to provide a voice for the
under-dog in the start-up community
(retailers vs a more favourable: ‘tech’)
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The Idea +
Conception

(2)

We started out with a very basic
WordPress.com blog (the enterprise
solution).

We knew we wanted to evolve this platform
into something far greater than just news, but
we weren’t sure at the time what that would
look like, or how we’d do it.

Our first twenty news stories came from
our own brand database.

We let the platform evolve naturally, and we it
iterated as we went along, using data,
feedback and new ideas.
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Resources +
Skills Used

Initially, we started out as a two-
man band (Laurene joined later). I
was the journalist, and Ashley was
the editor.

Then, we hired Laurene, and Ashley
moved onto software development (by
this point, we had a tech idea).

I come from a journalism
background, whereas Ashley didn’t,
so that was a challenge for him.
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Content
Sources +

Types
Existing database.
Free news-wire/press
distribution + media
request services.
Referrals.
PR firms.

We produce articles,
videos, and social media
content.

Sources:



Analytics
Software +
Solutions

Initially, we used Jetpack on
WordPress.com.

We had issues with Google Analytics in the
first instance, so we installed various free
analytics widgets.

Then we migrated to WordPress hosting
(via AWS).

Through a process of elimination, we now use
Plausible (a paid service), Google Analytics,
and ‘Visitor Statistics,’ and we compare the
data.

We’ve also started to use UTM Tags,
recently too.
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Some Consumer Insights (1)



Some Consumer Insights (2)



Some Consumer Insights (3)



Some Consumer Insights (4)



(5)
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How We Use
Social Media

(1)

The biggest “value-add” for us with
social media, has been to tag/mention
the brands and founders featured in the
said article or video into the social media
post to encourage a share (i.e. growth
hacking).

Apart from that, it’s been a manual
process (no scheduling software),
due to time constraints.

We follow every brand we write
about, and often we’ll get a follow
back.
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How We Use
Social Media

(2)

At the moment, we post on average, -
two social media posts a day across all
platforms, which highlights the article.

Also, we’ve started to use Canva to
create more brand consistency amongst
posts (see examples).

We also post some occasional promotional
content, such as promoting upcoming
interviews and events, etc (see examples).

Overall, everything needs work (which is
where you come in). ELABORATE.
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COVID-19:
Challenges +
Opportunities

We had no idea how profound
the pandemic would be on our
industry.We had no idea how
profound the pandemic would
be on our industry.
The number of retail start-ups
that launched during COVID-19
was staggering.
However, we’ve had to change
how we do journalism.

We “accidentally launched at
the right time.”



Any Questions?
george@gramersi.com

Instagram: WeAreGramersi
Twitter: WeAreGramersi


